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OLGA BALEMA

“brain damage”
Bridget Donahue, New York
by Laura Brown
Olga Balema’s “brain damage”
places words onto the convoluted
bodily pathways with which you
might read a room. At Bridget
Donahue, the floor is ready:
faded wood covered in paint
splatters, shadows of color, and
other signs of mystery time.
Lines at all angles hover above
this ground. These are long
stretches of elastic, painted
and knotted into a vast net and
tacked low to the space by nails
and staples. Broken into thirteen
unapparent parts, it’s fun to
relate Balema’s installation to
images of spiders’ webs woven
under the influence of various
drugs; the two methodologies
share an anfractuous sensibility.
Some tendrils reach up the
wall or settle onto the floor.
Throughout, the elastic’s tension
changes with time. Although
each line functions against a
respective backdrop, the work
cannot really be described as
site-specific. Something greater
is happening.
This big network of sculpture
is absolutely time-based. The
work is far longer and larger
than what the current room
holds, although this is its
immediate status. What is brain
damage? The sudden destruction
or deterioration of the brain’s
cells—otherwise the longestliving cells in the body. Applied
by Balema, a rich red stain feels
familiar, as does the personality
of a frazzled knot. These parts
weren’t processed once. Like a
garment exposed to the weather,
new smudges and curls accrue
through movement. Over and over I
crouch down to get a closer look,
becoming dizzy in the process.
Each movement has an effect.
Each detail is a decision, the
result of an action. Details
become reminders: new neural
connections. Later on, someplace
else, a loose nail seen on a
floor makes me flash back to this
moment. Pre-staged, these sinuous
networks traveled flat into the
gallery—and will keep traveling.
Being in fact a very large
amount of sculpture, every single

element is impossible to take
into account. “Brain damage” is a
circuit of shifting information,
a stretchable presence, like a
life.
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Olga Balema, 1, 2019. Elastic band, paint, glue, nails, staples.

7×302×52in. Courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, New
York.
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Mira Dayal, "Olga Balema: Bridget Donahue", Artforum, September, 2019, 257

Olga Balema
BRIDGET DONAHUE

10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 ... The integers titling Olga Balema's thirteen works, all
produced this year, descended unsteadily in a clockwise direction from
Bridget Donahue's entrance. Each number corresponded to a
diagrammatic composition of thin elastic strips, some of which were
stretched out in lengths of up to forty-five feet, raised slightly above the
floor by the nails and staples that held them in place. In some areas the
strands were split in two or glued together to create intersections,
mostly at right angles; elsewhere, extraneous bands curled underfoot, like
crimped ribbons or dried flora, while others crept up the walls as if
seeking escape. The numeric titles and limited media heightened the
impression that these were formal exercises, less figurative than mo r of
Balema's work-packages of latex, photographs, sundry fluids. or
assemblages of steel and fleshy ingredients not unfamiliar to the
comemporary art landscape. The reduced means were refreshing,
encouraging visitors to walk more slowly and look more carefully.

Balema had painted significant swaths of her white elastic black,
blue, green, and red-the uneven coats of acrylic strained from the
tautness.Much of the paint was matte, save for the moments of lus
trous, deep charcoal in 1. The colors occasionally matched traces of
paint on the sanded wooden floor. At certain points, discerning figure
from ground became difficult, and it was hard to see the work.The
viewer's sense of perceptual confusion was enhanced by the shadows
and various odd intersections of the pieces. The show's title, "brain
damage," might have referred to that disorientation, or to the overall
effect of the installation, which resembled a synaptic network dotted
with the broken pathways of loosely hanging and insecurely attached
strings.Though quite different from her more corporeal sculptures, the
painted elastic still evoked flesh and its coverings, such as the cinched
waistbands and cuffs of mass-produced clothing (one could almost feel
that quick snap against the skin).Given these bodily connotations, and
perhaps.in the context of Bridget Donahue's raw exhibition space-a
prewar loft on the Bowery in Manhattan-"brain damage" felt like
the draft stage of an Eva Hesse sculpture, particularly in regard to the
Minimalist-'s "notorious fragility and insistent decay," as the art histo
rian Karen Kurczynski once described.
Though less technically refined than Hesse's art, Balema's work is
characterized by a procedural, relatively two-dimensional use of the
synthetic fiber that lets it settle into many permutations of line-drawing,
clothesline, circuit, boundary, poetic unit of verse. Some pertinent
associations: The system of roughly gridded cords and stakes on the
floor resembled the similarly constructed outlines that might be placed
in raw earth to plan the foundation of a building, or the strings and
flagging pins that mark off excavation units at archaeological sites-the
first stages of building up or digging down. Balema's layouts are too
small and jumbled (or damaged?) to correspond to stable architectures
or meaningful coordinates, but they might serve as a purely conceptual
architectural plan-think Siah Armajani's North Dakota Tower, 1968,
a design he drafted in the late 1960s for a structure that would cast a
shadow over the width of the titular state.The implication of additional
dimensions also conjured a more flexible version of Duchamp's Sixteen
Miles of String, 1942-minus, unfortunately, the ur-Conceptualist's
deviousness and criticality.
Yet Balema is neither architect nor archaeologist nor painter.She is
a sculptor.And by utilizing a reduced palette, so to speak, and just a
sliver of the gallery's volume, she opened up her work to wider inter
pretations than her more immediately seductive sculptures allow.
Elastic is manufactured for flexibility and reuse; Balema's sculptures
can be restretched and reordered into new iterations, suggesting that
even established forms inevitably change over time.
-Mira Dayal

Olga Balema, 1, 2019
elastic bands, paint,
glue, nails, staples,
dimensions variable.
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David Everitt Howe, "Olga Balema's Rubber Band Works Show How Less Can Be More", Art in America, August
22, 2019. https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/olga-balema-rubber-bands-bridget-donahue/
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Olga Balema’s Rubber Band Works Show How Less
Can Be More
NEW YORK
at Bridget Donahue
by David Everitt Howe

Olga Balema: 4, 2019,
elastic band, paint,
glue, nails, staples, 4
by 69 by 91 inches; at
Bridget Donahue.

New Museum founder Marcia Tucker was famously fired
from the Whitney for curating a Richard Tuttle retrospective
that included, among other things, string laid out on a rug.
To Hilton Kramer, who reviewed the show for the New York
Times, it was “remorselessly and irredeemably less . . . and
fairly bask[ed] in the void of lessness.” One wonders what
the late conservative critic would have thought of Olga
Balema, whose nebulous sculptures are featured in the
current Whitney Biennial and whose recent exhibition at
Bridget Donahue, “brain damage,” consisted of long elastic
bands crisscrossing the floor of the space, some painted and
others left their original white. If Tuttle espoused an

economy of means, Balema has a maximalist tendency, filling the gallery with so many elastics
stretched between nails and staples that you had to be careful where you walked, lest the whole
thing break apart. Given the prevalence today of artwork focused on digital means and political
subject matter, Balema’s use of such a dumb, simple material felt somehow poignant and
rousingly different.
New Museum founder Marcia Tucker was famously fired from the Whitney for curating a
Richard Tuttle retrospective that included, among other things, string laid out on a rug. To
Hilton Kramer, who reviewed the show for the New York Times, it was “remorselessly and
irredeemably less . . . and fairly bask[ed] in the void of lessness.” One wonders what the late
conservative critic would have thought of Olga Balema, whose nebulous sculptures are
featured in the current Whitney Biennial and whose recent exhibition at Bridget Donahue,
“brain damage,” consisted of long elastic bands crisscrossing the floor of the space, some
painted and others left their original white. If Tuttle espoused an economy of means, Balema
has a maximalist tendency, filling the gallery with so many elastics stretched between nails
and staples that you had to be careful where you walked, lest the whole thing break apart.
Given the prevalence today of artwork focused on digital means and political subject matter,
Balema’s use of such a dumb, simple material felt somehow poignant and rousingly different.
Balema spent the months before “brain damage” laying out the bands in her studio, stapling
them to the walls, gluing them together to form joints, and nailing them to the floor. Thirteen
works took shape. They appear nearly indistinguishable from one another, though, as they say,
God is in the details. 1 (all works 2019) looks like a sagging stepladder hovering horizontally
over the ground and culminating, where it attaches to the wall, in a rogue assortment of white,
gray, and black bands that curl like ribbons. Installed a few feet to the side, 2 features bands
painted in dreamy swaths of green, brown, and umber. It provided one of the few decidedly
vertical moments in the show, with three of its bands stapled a couple feet or so up the wall—
one connected tightly to a nail in the floor and continuing along an angled path, and the other
two hanging down sort of lazily as part of an unstretched design. Who knew elastic bands
could have so much character?
In 4, unpainted bands stapled to the wall trail into pastalike messes on the ground or attach to
blue-tinted bands that wrap around nails at the work’s other end, while 5 is a barely-there
stretch of two bands. Both works feature elastics with stray nails attached to their ends:
vestiges of the works’ installation in Balema’s studio. Such details made you wonder how far
the works at Bridget Donahue might have strayed from their original versions, and where the
line between repeatability and site-specificity is when the medium is a bunch of strungtogether elastics. In any case, Balema’s skillful handiwork commanded the space, providing an
instance in which less, in the form of a painfully mundane material, was notably more.
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Olga Balema: brain damage
by Amelia Farley
NEW YORK

Bridget Donahue
May 25 – July 26, 2019

Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

Like the condition to which it refers, the exhibition brain damage does not just invoke a locus of
injury, but also the diffusion of its effects. Across the flecked, uneven floor of Bridget Donahue, Olga
Balema has scattered dozens of yards’ worth of garment-grade elastic bands. They have been
painted and artificially distressed; arranged into shallow, cobwebbed arrays in Balema’s studio;
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transported in crates; and meticulously rearranged, in formation, in the gallery. The bands are
variously tied, stapled, nailed, and tacked together to form a number of small provisional structures
—what the press release says is “100% sculpture.” But Balema’s work, in its elasticity, lacks the
resolution of form that this absolute expression might suggest. Several of the nails appear to be
structurally unnecessary; many of the bands are slack, while others are pulled taut between the wall
and a nail hammered into the floor. They frequently intersect: one axis meets another, and another,
and so on. Each confederation of elastic bands, extending no more than a few feet off of the ground,
is a score of intersections, drawing our attention to axial tensions—or playing us once more against
our expectation of significance, of relation.
Brain damage is Balema’s most economical solo show to date. Her sculptures (all 2019) are sparse
but not severe; they are numbered—1 through 13—but don’t progress throughout the room
chronologically. The painted strings recall the cinematic trope of red thread used to connect leads
across the bulletin boards of conspiracy theorists. Perhaps the connections will surface surprising
relationships, or perhaps they are all coincidental and cold. As if to wink at the austere precision of
minimalist sculpture—like the careful parallels and vertices of a Fred Sandback—Balema’s arbitrary
arrangements are characteristically tongue-in-cheek. If Sandback’s “vertical constructions” refer to
an upright human body, Balema’s horizontal entanglements refer to a prostrate one. Low to the
ground and without clear thoroughfares, the sprawling installation is conspicuously hazardous,
refusing to honor pedestrian space. But that isn’t to say that the matrices aren’t somehow
cartographic, like meridians or ley lines. The lateral infrastructure of brain damage addresses the
under-considered architectural matters of the floor, concerning itself with the space just below the
viewers’ sightline.
If not maliciously intended, certainly the delicate build of brain damage is precarious. Its nervous
highways organize into a situation which, apparently, indicates risk: a printed-out sign near the
entryway warns, “Please tread carefully!” Balema’s architectural interventions in the gallery space
are easily missable; they are liable to be stepped on or tripped over. Most of the cords
comprising brain damage, however, are not stretched, but flaccid, shriveled, weary—almost pitifully
so. Connections are exhausted and unreliable. The damage Balema presents here suggests a kind of
attrition: a slow, processual wearing-away; a frying of the nerves.
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Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

Balema’s modest list of materials—elastic band, paint, glue, nails, staples—leaves out the occasional
wisp of curling ribbon or organza, which are haphazardly tacked on throughout, as if by accident.
These unexpectedly whimsical elements seem to be caught in the grid, like wet leaves stuck in a
storm drain grate, or a still-fluttering moth freshly snagged by a spider web. Such details might leave
viewers wondering what to regard, and what to disregard, in the overall material roster of the show.
Balema’s arrangements often appear accidental. Seen from above, the sloppy entanglements
of brain damage might read like a decision matrix, or a game plan, where the elastic cords represent
vectors between possible, contingent outcomes. The elastic medium itself is necessarily scalable,
flexible, and contingent. It expands the field of possibility.
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Installation view: Olga Balema: brain damage, Bridget Donahue, New York, 2019. Courtesy Bridget Donahue.

The total surround of brain damage has an aural quality. Perhaps Balema’s interest in nerves,
numbers, and networks is related to harmonics? Sound is an effect of nervous excitement. The
elastic cord, in its tautness, approximates a stringed instrument. If excited, as an auditory nerve, it
could generate a musical note. Alternatively, the crisscrossed elastic resembles a set of patch cords
connecting modules in an analog synthesizer. Not literally audible, brain damage can be regarded
as a composition of mathematical relations, for example between the length of the string and the
pitch it produces, or amongst the sizes of intervals in the plan of temperament. The musical
technologies of 1 through 13, untuned and out of order, imply intentionally harsh noise—a raucous
field of sound. This composition is evoked rather than emitted. In their silence, these acoustic
properties are latent—and, literally, suspended. All circuits are broken; all reception is cancelled.
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Mitch Speed, “Wire and String: Olga Balema’s Sinewy Abjection”, Momus, July 26, 2019.
https://momus.ca/wire-and-string-olga-balemas-sinewy-abjection/

Wire and String: Olga Balema’s Sinewy Abjection
BY MITCH SPEED • REVIEWS• JULY 26, 2019

Olga Balema, “brain damage” installation view, 2019. Image copyright Olga Balema, courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, NYC.

What does it mean when the most meaningful thing is damn near nothing at all? Not the antiseptic nothing of Marie
Kondo’s puritan minimalism, but rather a faint, cthonic sounding. Some locations throw this kind of near-nothingness
into particular contrast. In this case the location is New York; a city that bombards you; a city where economic and
racial brutality sunders bodies and hearts; a city where energy and depression concatenate; a city whose insides contain
insides contain insides, right down to your very own.
To enter Olga Balema’s brain damage, in Bridget Donahue’s downtown gallery, you step through a doorway on the
clanging and crashing Bowery, then clamber up a flight of stairs. A network of elastics – the sort that keep sock cuffs
tight – stretch at low heights and sloping angles, across a broad wooden-planked floor. Pinioned with nails, and often
paint-encrusted, they look like guts or tendons being dried for ritual use; or maybe it’s a trap, like some bastard cat’s
cradle. In a sense Balema’s show seemed too cool, too obvious in its punk nonchalance. You could say that time will
cast the final verdict on this – that passing months and years will give us perspective on whether the work was as
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immanent as it felt, or whether its power was simply a result of the contrast between a fleeting gesture and the gigantic
urban calamity outside. But there’s a hitch in that formula; in all likelihood, time will also do away with the work’s
cheap materials. That – in an impish twist – may be its lasting effect, as a reverberation of our own decomposing and
disappearing selves.
To view this close-to-the-bone reality of Balema’s show in contrast to our burning world – from ecological calamity to
ascendant fascism – is to be pinched in a double bind. We need art that buttonholes the propagators of cruelty: despots,
oligarchs, murderous policemen … But we also know that art can’t do only that. We know that it needs to do other
things: re-draw attention around our grossly pulsing veins, our firing and misfiring neurons, our sinewy links and sticky
leaks.

Olga Balema, “brain damage” installation view, 2019. Image copyright Olga Balema, courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, NYC.

Between 2014, it was Balema’s attention to this bodily realm that positioned her in conversation with a group of
prominent young artists who had set about reviving abjection in art. In March 2016 alone, Frieze magazine addressed
this carnal return no fewer than three times. Through such writing, it became clear that this renewed attention to
abjection in contemporary art was merely the latest in a sporadic tradition of giving voice to the body’s hidden regions,
and the grossest gutters of urbanity. The writer Kirsty Bell traced the genealogy of these millennial artists’ work to the
Industrial Revolution, and the archetype of the ragpicker – a figure who became emblematic of Walter Benjamin’s
“profane illumination,” the discovery of magical or surprising properties in the discarded or maligned. Like Balema and
her viewers, the ragpicker stooped in order to work.
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Many years later, artists like Robert Rauschenberg and myriad “Outsider” art assemblagists – often artists of color,
ignored by official art history – incorporated the neglected objects of life into seemingly chaotic sculptures that
possessed subtle rhythms of accumulation and omission. Eventually, artists like Eva Hesse invented an embodied and –
preceding Balema – decay-prone resin and rubber minimalism. And, once the intellectual seriousness of Minimalism
and conceptual art had gone stale, and after the 1980s’ over-rich and over-sized paintings began to sour, the ragpicker
made a series of ghostly comebacks. Artists like Isa Genzken and Rachel Harrison clumped bric-a-brac into scrapbook
collages and sculptures that coruscated and belched with bodies, signifiers, and stories.
The abject work that picked up this trail in the twenty-first century conjured an entropic world inseparable from human
beings. It was a vision contrary to late capitalist alienation, that magical detachment from biology, nature, industry, as
well as our own unseemly bodies. Those anxious, ugly aspects of us were refusing a world governed by sleek
technological services and pious repression. For the writer Wayne Koestenbaum, writing in his 2011 book Humiliation:
Even a mouth gaping open and bleeding, in a periodontal close-up, isn’t as repellant as the [television] program’s
coach, yelling at a disobedient contestant who reneged on her diet by gorging on cream cheese and a pack of hot dogs
…
Balema emblematized a sympathetic return to our biological-industrial selves. Memorably, she filled thick plastic
pouches with water and rusting knick-knacks. The works became over-determined dream cyphers: slumped pillows,
engorged bladders, colostomy bags, jaundiced spleens. In other works, haphazard and tumescent forms drooped from
large maps, slathered with paint. Mostly these shapes looked like breasts, or sometimes more ambiguous appendages.
Either way, they were organisms whose public appearance had been forbidden. Balema produced an upending
dissonance by presenting these things on host bodies, maps that embodied rationality, control, and order.
Shame is repression’s emotional consort. Hanging my head like a scolded altar boy, I looked at Balema’s elastics and
texted someone back home: “This is show is irritatingly good.” The response I received – “she’s a very good brat” –
was deference guised as condescension. The show’s success had to be admitted. But the admission had to be hedged
with ironic reverence for conservative ideas about the relationship between hard work and good art. There’s a measure
of shame in shirking that standard – or, in enjoying an artist having done so.
Balema’s show evoked this ambivalence; but also another. Its title – brain damage – amplified an allusion to a
diminished, shadow self. At the same time, it cast the artist as a kind of modern-day alchemist, capable of conjuring
consciousness itself with only a few crusty elastics. Balema has good models for this sly conjuring. In 1984, the year
Balema was born, Genzken made a sculpture called Mien Gehirn (My Brain), a club of paint-drizzled plaster, out of
which protruded a limp copper wire.
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Olga Balema, “brain damage” installation view, 2019. Image copyright Olga Balema, courtesy of the artist and Bridget Donahue, NYC.

There’s something in these inventive but unpolished gestures that gets at the heart of this show’s effect; a kind of
inverse rock-and-roll attitude, wherein the esteeming of all things gross and hidden is coupled with a disregard for
elaborate armatures of technique, illusion, and transformation. These materials – and Olga’s usage of them – are free
from all of that; they do their own thing. Which is probably why, when thinking about Balema’s show, I began listening
on repeat to Funkadelic’s searing guitar solo, “Maggot Brain.” Despite obvious differences, Balema’s show and
Funkadelic’s psychedelic soul share structural and emotive affinities. Both exemplify a virtuosity in reduced but stirring
technique; in each case, augmented string performs a coarse bliss. Solo acts don’t read very well these days – a time
when we need collectivism more than ever. But this kind of unearthly affect might be worth the odd exception.
Here, I’m showing my cards and outing my needs. I want art to provide more of the resonance that music offers. And I
want that resonance simultaneously with the eldritch signification that Balema here provides. With a creepiness wellfitting our screen-enslaved lives, these choleric elastics echoed the cords and strings that live inside our bodies, but also
those wires that animate the technological prostheses with which we’re fused. None of these things are given idealized
depiction. There are no glossy surfaces – no smoothly firing synapses or hyperlinks. Everything is worn and stretched,
jerry-rigged and encrusted with wear and time.
This line of interpretation positions Balema’s show in another recent sculptural preoccupation – the post-human. As
such, it also becomes a throwback to the 1980s heyday of cyborg theory and fiction. I like thinking of Balema’s show in
this sense, but not for too long. That clear-headed cerebral read struggles and sparks with the work’s depressive but
somehow ecstatic musicality. The binding of these poles is what makes this work tick. It circuits through flesh and grey
matter like electricity by some other name.
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“Olga Balema at Bridget Donahue”, Contemporary Art Writing Daily, July 22, 2019.
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Olga Balema at Bridget Donahue

!
Last time talking about the demands for artwork, like pornography, to photograph well; it must be able in an age of everyone communicating through glass - to connote itself through image. Now, here a show
that doesn't photograph well. Instead, like tires danced through by hulking men on tiptoes, your body
staged in tripwires*. Connections others have made to the history of empty galleries seems to miss the
fact that A, the gallery is full of things and B, empty galleries (even most full exhibitions) do not require
such care where you step. (The read of "empty" seems, again, evidence of our perception now
dominated by sight rather than haptic presence, proprioception, etc.) The press release even first
sentence states: "100% sculpture." If anything the closest counterpart would be something like Dawn
Kasper's forest of mic'd cymbals, tense to scream presence with misstep. This is another means of
making the body appear, nervous, a perhaps long theme of Balema, but without resort to the "excess
body", the biomorphic, lumpy, intestinal. I wonder if Kronz was thinking of Irigaray when writing the
PR, writing about "absolute terms" or tautness, which sounds like history and its compartments (empty
galleries), and the inability for artworlds like science to easily account for these less "rigid" categories,
the "physical reality that continues to resist adequate symbolization" and "necessary to minimize certain
of these features of nature, to envisage them, and it, only in light of an ideal status, so as to keep it/them
from jamming the works of the theoretical machine." Irigaray.
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Martha Schwendener, “Olga Balema”, The New York Times, July 18, 2019.
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C. Rhinehart, “New York—Olga Balema: ‘Brain Damage’ at Bridget Donahue Through July 26th, 2019”, Art Observed, July 2, 2019.
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NEW YORK – OLGA BALEMA: “BRAIN DAMAGE” AT BRIDGET
DONAHUE THROUGH JULY 26TH, 2019
July 2nd, 2019

Olga Balema, Brain Damage (Installation View), via Bridget Donahue
Upon entering the gallery space at Bridget Donahue this month, one is greeted by a peculiar selection of
objects. Small-scale, think strips of elastic material are laid up against the walls of the space, or twisted
out along the floor. The pieces, with their slight impressions upon the viewer’s perception of space, seems
to lend the already raw Chinatown space a look of material temporality, of objects held in momentary sway,
as if left behind in between residents.
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Olga Balema, Brain Damage (Installation View), via Bridget Donahue
The pieces, new sculpture by the artist Olga Balema, run through a range of physical iterations, thin elastic
bands, at times painted, or suspended above the floor by nails, or elsewhere stapled into the ground and
walls. Exploring the impact of the works on the space itself, and on the viewer’s understanding of physical
state, they are intriguing interrogations on the language of conceptualism and minimalism.

As they

show press materials emphasize, they are explorations of liminal states in these historical modes: “the
works are definitely reduced, but not minimal. Minimal would deal in absolute terms (tautness, un-tautness
etc), not in bizarre numbers like 73, or other such numbers.

Olga Balema, Brain Damage (Installation View), via Bridget Donahue
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This is an noteworthy point, Balema’s works in the show actually drawing on absolute states, a structural
paradox given the material’s elasticity and ability to imply varying states and possibilities outside
of concrete positions and absolute figures.

The sculptures are themselves truly flexible, having full

dynamic existences: rehearsed in the studio, in transit, and performed here in the gallery. Ultimately all
legitimate configurations in their own right, their literal points of connection are mostly unchanged in each
situation.

Olga Balema, Brain Damage (Installation View), via Bridget Donahue

The show is open through July 26th.
Olga Balema, Brain Damage (Installation View), via Bridget Donahue
— C. Rhinehart
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Annie Godfrey Larmon, “Critics’ Pick”, Artforum, 2017.
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“Olga Balema at High Art”, Contemporary Art Daily, November 22, 2017.
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Thomas Duncan, "Olga Balema", Flash Art, May 2017.
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